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Workshop Agenda
3:00 • Welcome

• Introductions
• Who we are and what we do
• Icebreaker
• Agreements
• Key Takeaways

1 min
2 min
5 min
8 min
1 min
3 min

Marianne and Lani

3:20 • The War Against DEI Headlines
• What are we facing? (video 2:54)
• What are the consequences (video 3:13)
• Diversity Fatigue (2:22)
• How has the anti-DEI sentiment made you feel? (Menti)

1 min
3 min
4 min
3 min
4 min

Marianne

3:35 • There is hope on the horizon
• Those entering the work force prioritize DEI
• Promising practices to build momentum
• Self and community care are critical
• What gives you hope? (Menti)

1 min
1 min
2 min
3 min
4 min

Lani

3:50 BREAK 10 min All

4:05 • What are some self-care practices that work for you?
• How do you give to and get from community care?

5 min
5 min

Lani and Marianne

4:15 Questions and Answers 15 min All



Presenting today

Marianne K. Ozmun-Wells
Equity and Inclusion Administrator, 

Department of Licensing

Lani Fowlkes
Service Equity Analyst

Department of Licensing

6/4/2024
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Who we are and what we do
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Yes, we provide licenses to drivers, and we do car tabs, and we do so much more.
• Data 
• Identification (critical to “identity”)
• Businesses (we license everything from Architects to Whitewater River 

outfitters.  Next time you buy car, get a tattoo, get your nails done, or go to a 
gym, check out who issued their business license.  Yep, that was us)

We are the second largest revenue generating/collecting agency in the state, 
collecting $2.1 billion annually.

Our purpose: Helping every Washington resident live, work, drive and thrive
Our values: Respect, Trust, Diversity, Equity, Inclusion



Who we are and what we do
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The Equity and Inclusion Office (EIO), affectionately referred to as the E-I-O (cue “Old MacDonald had a 

farm”), is in the Office of Equity, Performance, and Accountability or OEPA (cue, “the Lion Sleeps 

Tonight”) within the Director’s Office.

• We equip our employees with the framework, knowledge, and skills to serve customers accessibly and equitably.
• We support customers who feel they might not have experienced equitable access to services and facilities. 
• We work with leadership and key business partners to advance and embed diversity, equity, access, inclusion, and 

belonging.



Would you 
Rather?
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Spinner game self care “Would you rather?”

Questions generated 
by spinner

(Self care would you rather prepare a healthy meal or go 
out to eat a healthy meal?)

Participants type their responses in the chat.  Chat 
moderator chooses one or two responses per round.

https://pickerwheel.com/pw?id=CJ3MM 

https://pickerwheel.com/pw?id=CJ3MM
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Agreements
• Co-create a trusted space.  

• We can neither guarantee safety, nor is there an expectation of bravery from those who 
typically must show up bravely everyday, we can co-create a trusted space through kindness 
and respectful curiosity.

• Share your own experiences

• Who you see here, let it stay here, what you learn here, let it leave here

• Listen to learn, not to judge

• Stay curious

• Engage

• What else?
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Key Takeaways

• There is a war against DEI
• Ignoring it is not a strategy
• Negative Impacts of the rhetoric
• DEI Practitioner fatigue
• There is hope on the horizon
• Promising Practices 
• We are better together
• Self and Community Care
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We need resolve, we must maintain hope, but denial and toxic positivity impede 
strategy and action; and one of the worst things for equity right now is inaction.



What are we facing?
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What are we facing? 

https://youtu.be/V7TQDhdRWkg 

https://youtu.be/V7TQDhdRWkg


Cause and Effect –the 
Impact

Although hate crimes 
against persons of color 
remain the highest 
percentage of 
documented hate crimes, 
racially motivated crimes 
deceased slightly from 
2021 to 2022. During the 
same period, reported 
crimes based on religion, 
sexual orientation, gender 
identity and disability 
increased.
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https://www.justice.gov/hatecrimes/hate-crime-statistics



Cause and Effect, 
the Impact (Menti)
How has the increasing anti-DEI 
sentiment made you feel?
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Cause and Effect, the impact
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https://youtu.be/iHmjyZmKizU?si=nJPJ-kACETjio3C9 

https://youtu.be/iHmjyZmKizU?si=nJPJ-kACETjio3C9
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Cause and Effect - DEI Burnout
Tips for managing

https://youtu.be/vkQKtE9j2rk?si=sCxbMp3dH8Qscar 

https://youtu.be/vkQKtE9j2rk?si=sCxbMp3dH8Qscar


Hope on the horizon
DEI is important now and likely more important to our future workforce

◦ The majority of workers say it is important.

◦ The incoming workforce requires it

◦ Happiness increases in agencies that prioritize it

What we have right here right now  
◦ Some examples of Washington state initiatives, organizations, and programs.

Building momentum while caring for ourselves and one another
◦ The future of DEI (Affirmity) – Holding on to hope

◦ Rest as Revolution – what are practices that you personally and communities you are part of, doing to 
rest, restore, renew? (Mentimeter)
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Despite the 
backlash, DEI is 
still important 

https://www.pewresearc
h.org/social-
trends/2023/05/17/diver
sity-equity-and-
inclusion-in-the-
workplace/

https://insightglobal.com
/blog/gen-z-diversity-in-
the-workplace / 

https://fitsmallbusiness.c
om/dei-in-the-
workplace/ 

https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2023/05/17/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-in-the-workplace/
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2023/05/17/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-in-the-workplace/
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2023/05/17/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-in-the-workplace/
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2023/05/17/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-in-the-workplace/
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2023/05/17/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-in-the-workplace/
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2023/05/17/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-in-the-workplace/
https://insightglobal.com/blog/gen-z-diversity-in-the-workplace
https://insightglobal.com/blog/gen-z-diversity-in-the-workplace
https://insightglobal.com/blog/gen-z-diversity-in-the-workplace
https://fitsmallbusiness.com/dei-in-the-workplace/
https://fitsmallbusiness.com/dei-in-the-workplace/
https://fitsmallbusiness.com/dei-in-the-workplace/


What we have right here 
right now

Washington state  is 
leading the nation in 
many DEI efforts
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• A Robust Office of Equity
• DOL – DEI integrated into everything  (values, strategic 

plan, HR efforts, cross divisions) 
• OFM DEI staff started the Let’s Chat About it Podcast – 

check it out https://www.youtube.com/@Letschat1010 
• PEAR- PEAR Teams are building up and agencies are now 

sharing their lessons learned with each other (AGR, OFM, 
Equity).

• Grassroots efforts to bridge gaps (Language Access Tech 
group started)

• Business Resources groups across the state and within 
organizations 

What else is working?  What programs or initiatives are 
“moving the needle in your organization? Drop it in the 
chat or come off of mute and share.

https://equity.wa.gov/
mailto:https://dol.wa.gov/search/cse?keys=strategic+plan%23gsc.tab=0&gsc.q=strategic%20plan&gsc.sort=
mailto:https://dol.wa.gov/search/cse?keys=strategic+plan%23gsc.tab=0&gsc.q=strategic%20plan&gsc.sort=
https://www.youtube.com/@Letschat1010
https://ofm.wa.gov/state-human-resources/workforce-diversity-equity-and-inclusion/statewide-business-resource-groups


Be Impactful

Take a strategic and comprehensive approach. 

Formulate and execute impactful DEI initiatives 

1. Involving Top Leadership in the Initiatives

2. Creating Strategies and Goals

3. Fostering an Inclusive and Supportive Culture

4. Assessing and Benchmarking Your Current DEI Status

5. Reviewing and Updating the Policies Regularly

Source:  Hi People (Aug 2023)
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https://www.hipeople.io/blog/dei-initiatives#:~:text=Promote%20an%20inclusive%20workplace%20culture,%2C%20and%20inclusion%20(DEI).


Take action
Benchmark the company’s current DEI progress

1. Articulate leadership-level support for DEI initiatives

2. Engage in unbiased hiring practices

3. Invest in ERGs

4. Support mentorship and sponsorship opportunities

5. Offer development programs for underrepresented individuals

6. Host DEI educational events

7. Provide DEI training across levels

8. Craft a plan for communicating about DEI issues

9. Provide progress updates

Source: Built In (Dec 2023)
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https://builtin.com/diversity-inclusion/dei-initiatives


Committed and Unwavering
The business case is (even) stronger. 

Diversity is "associated with holistic growth ambitions, greater social impact, and more satisfied 
workforces.“

There are still challenges ahead.

Ensure policies have the desired effect. Adjust. New information and practices are emerging. 

Change takes time.

Reverse entrenched approaches that have marginalized certain groups to the benefit of no one. 

DEI is the key to business transformation. It improves workforce adaptability, innovation and 
productivity. 

Source: Forbes (Feb 2024)
21

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2024/02/15/what-can-we-expect-from-dei-in-2024/?sh=31bf15237be8


REAL - shifts
Shift mindsets, behaviors, and practices toward equity and inclusivity

◦ 1. Reveal relevant opportunities.  

◦ Articulate individual and collective perspective, identity, values, and culture

◦ 2. Elevate equity.  

◦ Acknowledge societal inequities and recognize that the organization isn’t always a level 
playing field. 

◦ 3. Activate diversity.  

◦ Recognize and engage differences within the employee base. 

◦ 4. Lead inclusively.  

◦ Inclusion requires active, intentional, and ongoing efforts to promote the full participation
◦ Source: Center for Creative Leadership
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https://www.ccl.org/articles/leading-effectively-articles/5-powerful-ways-to-take-real-action-on-dei-diversity-equity-inclusion/


A call to Action 
for Rest Now
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I want you to firmly plant yourself inside your 
imagination.

Take refuge in the power and beauty of our community 
care.

Take root in our daydreaming.

We can rest, build, usher in a new way.

We center rest and care no matter what the systems say.

Rest is a portal

Silence is our pillow.

Hold silence with me now

Take a deep full breath.

Hold for four seconds.

Release the shame you feel when resting

It does not belong to you.

Rest is Resistance,
A manifesto

-Tricia Hersey



Self Care
A Regular Practice of Self-Care 
◦ Prioritizing self-care is not an indulgence. It’s a means to recharge.

Setting Boundaries 
◦ Say 'no' to additional responsibilities when needed, take breaks, 

and disconnect from work outside office hours.

Seek Therapy 
◦ Reaching out for support is a sign of strength,

Promote a Compassionate Culture 
◦ A culture of empathy and understanding fosters an environment 

where mental health is valued and prioritized.

Source:  LinkedIn  (May 2023)
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/self-care-mental-health-personal-journey-dei-cecilia-stanton-adams


Self Care
1. Sleep

2. Log off – Detox from social media weekly, monthly, or more

3. Stay active

4. Stay hydrated

5. Take up a hobby

6. Find a therapist

7. Build a community 

What are some self-care practices that work for you?
(Come off of mute, drop in the chat)      

25



Build a Community

1. Create structured groups 

2. Host intentional meetings 

3. Develop multiple feedback mechanisms 

4. Be an ally who takes action

5. Participate in group activities and 

 Source: Shegeeksout
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https://www.shegeeksout.com/articles/5-ways-to-incorporate-community-care-in-the-workplace/


Show Community Care at work
1. Listen and Validate

2. Intervene in the Moment

3. Be an Ally, Advocate, and Activist 

Source: Pepperdine
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How do you give to and get from community care?
(Come off of mute, drop in the chat)

https://onlinegrad.pepperdine.edu/blog/prejudice-discrimination-coping-skills/


What Gives you Hope? (Menti)

What meaningful work, 
accomplishments, 
outcomes, people 
possibilities, bring you 
hope? 
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Q&A
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